
Some Definitions:

amatonormativity: the normative privileging / prioritising of  
romantic relationships above all other kinds of relationships-- the
social force treating romance as intrinsically superior to, or more
intimate, important or “normal” than other kinds of relationships

aromanticism: experiencing little or no romantic attraction 
and / or romantic desire for romantic relationships

aromantic / aro spectrum: Aromanticism is a complex spectrum
including greyromantics and demiromantics who might 
experience romantic attraction under certain circumstances... 
and others with complex relationships to romantic attraction

asexuality: experiencing little or no sexual attraction and / or 
sexual desire to have sexual contact with someone

asexual / ace spectrum: asexuality is a complex spectrum 
including grey-aces and demisexuals might experience sexual 
attraction under certain circumstances... and others with 
complex relationships to sexual attraction and / or sexual desire

queerplatonic ( QP ) relationships: ( important ) non-normative 
relationships that are not romantic relationships and also not 
properly or adequately expressed by “friendship” either. People
of any sexual or romantic orientation can do QP relationships, 
and the relationships may or may not involve anything sexual.

romantic orientation: describes someone's romantic attraction (
if it exists ) to people of particular genders. Romantic and sexual
orientations might or might not match up. Some aromantic 
spectrum people consider aromanticism to be a romantic 
orientation while others consider it a lack thereof.

squish: a non-romantic “crush” ( typically also non-sexual )

zucchinis: a “partner” in a queerplatonic relationship, otherwise 
known as a queerplatonic partner (QPP), though sometimes 
people refer to their partners using other vegetables instead

Queerplatonic Zucchinis: 
A Short Primer

asexual / ace and aromantic / aro language 
of non-normative relationships
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This zine is about explaining zucchinis and queerplatonic 
(QP) relationships... so defining those terms seemed like a 
reasonable place to start. But often that just leads to confusion: 
other words also need to be defined before this make sense.

Introducing Non-Normative, Aromantic Relationships
People on the aromantic ( and / or asexual ) spectrum 

very often do relationships that don't look like typical “romantic-
sexual” partnerships... and usually don't fit very well with 
heteronromative1 expectations or social structures.

There's a weird and wonderful world of non-romantic, 
non-normative ( and often but not necessarily non-sexual ) 
relationships out there. So we need new and creative words to 
describe and make sense out of these experiences.

Queerplatonic ( QP ) relationships are ( important ) non-
normative relationships that don't fit any categories we have 
very well... they're not romantic relationships and they're not 
properly or adequately expressed by friendship either.

Zucchinis are the people we do those relationships with.

Anyone of any sexual or romantic orientation can have 
a QP relationship. And “queerplatonic” is an umbrella category
covering many diverse relationships. Different QP relationships 
look different. They can't simply be defined by particular 
feelings or activities. They're complicated, and diversely varied.

Hierarchical social order of relationships

Amatonormativity is the normative prioritising of  
romantic relationships above all other relationships. It's the 
social force treating romance as intrinsically superior to, or more
intimate, important or “normal” than other kinds of relationships.

How amatonormativity plays out depends on the 
cultural significance or romantic love... for instance, in 
organising relationships, families, state recognition, resources, 
etc. ( e.g., via typically monogamous— but not necessarily 
heterosexual— romantic relationships like marriage ).

1 Heternormativity insists that there are ( exactly ) two ( opposing ) genders
and treats heterosexuality as the best and most natural way of being.
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A bit about me & this zine

I’m a queer asexual non-binary freak of the hyper-
educated white dfab person variety, and enough of a hard-
hitting feminist to get regularly called a bitch. I'm in the really 
dark grey zone of the aromantic spectrum— I've experienced 
romantic attraction a couple times in my life, but not for a 
decade and I don't see it happening again any time soon.

So yeah, I'm a queer aro ace. 

I do non-normative relationships. They work for me. I 
don't date, the people I call friends don't play a huge role in my
life, and community is hard for me, online and off. 

My entire ( teen and ) adult life, my only significant 
relationships have been intense, non-normative ones with 
people who are friends ( but “friendship” really doesn't cover 
it ). And ( with the exception of my early teen years ) I always 
have had significant relationships— usually long-term, and one 
or two in my life at a time. 

I was trying to work out non-normative relationships long 
before there were words for them... in ways that were often too 
queer for the queer spaces I had access to. When my ( aro )
ace community produced these words, I was an early adopter.

In the asexual / ace community, we have the language 
of “queerplatonic relationships” and “zucchinis” to make sense 
out of our diverse non-normative relationships. That language 
has spread ( and as an independent aromantic community has
begin to emerge, it has taken up these words too ).

That language is a powerful tool, but only if people can 
access it... and the discourse is still pretty fringe. I hope these 
few pages help spread the words: zucchinis aren't just for us— 
whether that “us” is aces, aros or aro-aces.

-- Omnes et Nihil



There's nothing phallic about zucchinis

When non-ace folks hear about zucchinis for the first 
time... ( I don't need to finish that sentence. )

I wanted to make it clear there was nothing phallic 
about zucchinis... seriously— I don't think the potential phallic 
interpretation occurred to anyone who was part of ( or 
witnessed ) the early zucchini conversations, at least not until 
other people pointed it out. 

That's what happens when you have a bunch of asexual
people who aren't into penis-shaped body parts: nobody thinks 
about penis-shaped body parts.

It turns out that dispelling phallocentric perceptions of 
zucchinis is a lot easier than coming up with a simple definition 
of one, or explaining them to people even when there is a neat
definition. There are a lot of different ways people can 
misunderstand— some of them rather humourous.

On the other hand, people are more likely to understand
my relationships after I work though those words and concepts 
with them. Eventually, they do start to get it.

These words have helped me make myself and my 
relationships a little less unfathomable to others. But more 
importantly, they've helped me make sense out my own 
relationships.

These words are powerful... and that's a completely non-
phallic power.

Some possibly useful resources:

For more info and a diverse collection of QP-related stuff:
http://fyeahqueerplatoniczucchinis.tumblr.com/faq

For advice and to read other people's questions:
http://qpadvice.tumblr.com/

For a general collection of aromantic-spectrum-related stuff:
http://aromanticaardvark.tumblr.com/

For an online discussion forum for diverse aro spectrum folks 
about broadly aromantic spectrum issues:

http://aroplane.org/

Romantic Orientation

Many people experience both sexual attraction and 
romantic attraction. Others experience neither, or only one.

Romantic & sexual attractions ( if they exist ) may or may
not align: People of any sexual orientation ( or lack thereof ) 
may have any romantic orientation ( or lack thereof ).

A romantic orientation describes how ( if at all ) people 
experience romantic attraction. For example, people may be 
bi-, hetero-, homo-, pan-, polyromantic2, etc. Alternatively, 
aromantic people do not experience romantic attraction.

Some people may have a harder time pinning down if 
( and to whom ) they experience romantic attraction (e.g., 
WTFromantic or quoiromantic folks)... and may or may not 
consider themselves on the aromantic / aro spectrum.

Aromanticism

The aromantic / aro spectrum represents people who 
experience little or no romantic attraction ( and / or desire to 
pursue romantic relationships). 

This includes people who are greyromantic / grey-
aromantic (e.g., who might experience romantic attraction 
rarely or only under certain circumstances ) and demiromantics
who might ( only ) experience romantic attraction to someone 
if they already share an intimate connection with that person.

Some people experience romantic attraction without 
the need or desire for someone to reciprocate that attraction 
(e.g., akoiromantics / lithromantics ). And some people might 
not experience romantic attraction yet still desire a romantic 
relationship (e.g., cupioromantics).

Asexuality

People on the asexual spectrum experiences little or no 
sexual attraction ( and / or little or no sexual desire to have sex 
with someone ). These are people who have an “insider” place 
in asexual / ace communities. 

This includes people in the grey zone (e.g., greysexuals / 
grey-asexuals, & demisexuals) who experience some degree or 
variety of sexual attraction in certain circumstances. 

2 Polyromantic = romantic attraction to multiple genders of people. It has 
nothing to do with polyamoury / polyfidelity ( vs. monogamy ).

http://aromanticaardvark.tumblr.com/
http://qpadvice.tumblr.com/
http://fyeahqueerplatoniczucchinis.tumblr.com/faq
http://aroplane.org/
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“Queerplatonic”... as commonly defined

From the Aromantics wiki3 ( with my emphasis ):
“[Queerplatonic] describes relationships which are 

not romantic but nonetheless involve a an intense 
emotional connection beyond what most people now 
consider normal for a friendship. [...] Individuals in a 
queerplatonic relationship may consider themselves 
partners, with a sense of commitment similar to what is 
seen in romantic relationships.”
Superficially, this definition seems okay— and it's 

effectively the only one out there. But it has 2 problems:

1) It's based on a taken-for-granted relationship hierarchy
— where romantic relationships are presumed ( or 
defined as ) more intimate and important than “just” 
friendship.

( There's some lip-service here about what “most people 
consider” which isn't in some versions, but the definition is
still structured around an unnecessary contradiction 
between friendship and the emotional intensity of 
romance... with a “but nonetheless” for good measure. )

2) It's centred around romantic relationships— expressing 
queerplatonic relationship as “similar to, but somehow 
different-from- or not-quite-” romantic relationships

That definition is so disconnected from why we needed 
those words in the first place— it's totally missing the point. 

We needed them because we're struggling against 
powerful amatonormativity... so it's a little surreal to find QP 
relationships defined in such amatonormative terms.

I guess that's part of the process of assimilation into 
mainstream discourse— or in this case assimilation into 
mainstream ace and / or aro discourse— the necessity is gone (
and when it goes, the politics often go too ). 

But many of us still need these words as much as ever. 
Explaining why means telling the story of where these words 
came from... and what they really mean.

3 http://aromantics.wikia.com/wiki/Queerplatonic
Note: a nearly identical definition is hosted on the AVENwiki: 
http://www.asexuality.org/wiki/index.php?title=Queerplatonic & 
http://www.asexuality.org/wiki/index.php?title=Zucchini

Fighting for our relationships

The language of zucchinis & QP relationships lets some of
us make sense of significant relationships— giving us space to 
declare what we are to each other. That's important.

We spend so much time and energy fighting for our 
existence against people refusing to accept us. And fighting for
our communities to recognise our relationships— to recognise 
them for what they are and to value them as is. That's political. 
Surviving erasure always is. These words are crucial tools.

We need our societies to recognise our non-normative 
relationships, queered beyond social acceptability ( regardless 
of the zucchinis' genders ). We need people to stop treating 
them as second-rate or pathological. 

We need our communities to welcome our zucchinis 
and to start valuing relationships because they matter to us— 
not because they fit some relationship category-box. 

Our people should accept our relationships— and not 
because they think they're something else. We deserve for our 
people to understand us on our own terms: everyone does. But 
they don't have the tools to do that yet: these tools.

It's going to take some time and a lot of explaining— if 
we don't do that work nobody is going to do it for us. I hope 
we'll get there eventually, but until then, we'll just keep at it. We 
don't really have a choice.

What's queer about zucchinis?

A big part of QP relationships is queering intimacy... 
we're breaking rules about how people are ( and are not ) 
“allowed” to be close. And very often, these relationships are 
queer enough that we have to fight for them-- and fight hard.

Also, many of us who do queerplatonic relationships are 
queer—both re: who we are and how we live our lives— and  
face homophobic stuff every day for it... sometimes specifically 
because of our aromanticm ( and / or asexuality ).

But that's not everyone's experience. Anyone can do QP
relationships... Not everyone can or wants to claim “queer”.

So some people swap “queerplatonic” with either 
“quirkyplatonic” or “quasiplatonic”  to avoid the “queer” part... 
But there are different perspectives: having a “queerplatonic” 
relationship doesn't necessarily mean claiming to be queer.

http://aromantics.wikia.com/wiki/Queerplatonic
http://www.asexuality.org/wiki/index.php?title=Zucchini
http://www.asexuality.org/wiki/index.php?title=Queerplatonic
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kaz: “It's clear, it's about queering platonic relationships.”4

That's right: the queering part was there from day one.

I would never have known that history myself, if Sciatrix 
hadn't included it in her blog post about the word zucchini.5 But
I think it matters. As Sciatrix pointed out, zucchini started out as 
a joke AND as something seriously necessary— words are 
important:

“Words shape our thoughts. If no word exists in a 
language to describe a thing, it’s almost impossible to 
discuss that concept, at least not without convoluted 
circumlocutions. Lack of words becomes a way to silence 
minority viewpoints.

“Right now, 'zucchini' is the only word I can use to 
describe these kinds of relationships, except possibly the 
unwieldy 'person I am in a queerplatonic relationship 
with.' I’m attached to 'zucchini' because these discussions 
are very, very important for me to have. It’s a silly word 
on the surface–but under that surface, I’m deadly serious 
when I use it.” 
I've seen some of the animosity against the 

ridiculousness of “zucchini” recently, people wanting the word 
to die. But it can't. We don't have anything else. Even 
“queerplatonic partner” isn't enough— because queerplatonic 
was always about a relationship in progress... we can actively 
queer our relationships, but we're not queering the people in 
them. 

How is calling someone a QPP any less ridiculous than 
calling someone a zucchini? ( I've heard similar arguments 
targeting gender neutral pronouns like “ze”... mostly from cis 
people who don't need them. ) 

Fortunately, I think I've seen more people eagerly 
adopting these words, taking them home and curling up with 
them for some non-romantic ( and often non-sexual ) cuddles. 
But it still surprises me how many people in the asexual / ace & 
aromantic / aro communities have never heard of them at all.

4    http://kaz.dreamwidth.org/238564.html?thread=1343972#cmt1343972 
5    “My Thoughts on the Word 'Zucchini'” ( July 11, 2011 ), on Writing From 
Factor X: http://writingfromfactorx.wordpress.com/2011/07/11/my-thoughts-
on-the-word-zucchini/ 
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Explaining zucchinis and queerplatonic relationships

Around these parts, almost everyone has at least 
witnessed friendship and romantic relationships. I hazard to say 
that people around the world are familiar with these category-
boxes ( even if they mean different things in different places ). 

But some personal relationships don't fit these boxes. 
There are “non-normative” relationships that don't work via 
existing norms— and that means we don't have set 
expectations or guidebooks to help us navigate them. But it 
also means that we don't have set expectations or guidebooks 
to limit them. They can be so many different things and they 
come in different flavours. 

“Queerplatonic” is an umbrella term for a whole range 
of “non-normative” relationships

 that involve some significant kind of intimacy that 
doesn't fit well in the “romantic” box

 that don't really fit the “friendship” box properly— even if
the relationship is or includes friendship, the word / 
concept of “friendship” doesn't express it properly.

Zucchinis are the people in our lives we have and do 
these relationships with. Zucchinis are our people, in the many 
ways we have people. And zucchinis don't need to be 
zucchini. Sometimes they're eggplant6 ( or another vegetable ).

Queerplatonic relationships are all different from each 
other. They usually go along with some or all of these things:

 the relationship is important ( and deserves recognition / 
respect from people's communities )

 zucchinis share physical and / or emotional intimacy 
and high levels of commitment ( and might possibly 
include sexual contact if both / all partners are into 
that... which is much more likely if they're not asexual )

 zucchinis are intimately involved in each others' lives— 
family— and / or function as a unit

 the relationship raises questions of monogamy / 
polyamory and polyaffection ( whether people have 
one or multiple zucchinis and / or dating partners )

The point is, these relationships matter and aren't like anything. 

6    http://se-smith.tumblr.com/post/2868581031/word-of-the-day-queerplatonic

http://writingfromfactorx.wordpress.com/2011/07/11/my-thoughts-on-the-word-zucchini/
http://writingfromfactorx.wordpress.com/2011/07/11/my-thoughts-on-the-word-zucchini/
http://kaz.dreamwidth.org/238564.html?thread=1343972#cmt1343972
http://se-smith.tumblr.com/post/2868581031/word-of-the-day-queerplatonic
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Where do zucchinis come from?

It's 2014— an asexual / ace community has been around
since shortly before AVEN's 2001 debut. Right from the 
beginning we've been talking about relationships.

The language of romantic orientation and aromanticism 
came out of asexual community. People in asexual community 
spaces ( aromantic, romantic and otherwise) created that 
language out of necessity.

It’s not that non-asexual aromantic people didn’t exist 
back then, but the language didn’t exist to make aromantic 
community possible outside of asexual spaces. 

Now an aromantic community separate from any 
asexual community has started forming. 2014 marks the first 
aromantic awareness week. But just a few years ago, the only 
aromantic spaces were aromantic pockets of asexual spaces.

The new “all sexual orientations” aromantic / aro 
community— and these words to make sense of non-romantic 
intimacy and relationship— would not exist without asexual / 
ace community and the distinctly asexual aro-ace intersection. 

This aro language is specifically ace language. The story 
of these words is the story of why ( aro spectrum and other ) 
aces needed to create them.

Asexy folks were talking about romantic attraction long 
before I found the asexual community ( back in 2005 )— and 
one of our in-community historians dates that idea to late 2001.7

Back then, the idea of not-ever-sexual romance was a 
pretty big thing, and that opened up a lot of possibilities for 
romantic aces ( even if it didn't rock everyone's world ). 

But it took us a lot longer to move beyond our confusion 
with relationships that didn't really fit well in either the 
“friendship” or “romance” box. It can take a long time for 
people to talk their way out of their collective confusion. 

A lot of ace community talk in the early-mid-2000s 
focused on blurred boundaries of friendship and romance. 
Maybe we needed the “romance” box to be fully reclaimed  
before we could be sure we really needed something else. 

7    Andrew Hinderliter looked into the history of the asexual community and 
posted the story he put together on his Asexual Explorations website: 
http://www.asexualexplorations.net/home/history_of_definition.html 
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And, for those of us who were doing significant non-
romantic relationships, we really did need something else. 
( Many of these early adopters were aro-aces, but not all... a lot
of romantic aces also build their lives around non-romantic 
relationships and need the tools to do that.)

And then it just sort of happened.

“Ok I am now referring to these kinds of relationships as
zucchini. This is official, and so shall it be.”8 

( And just like that, it kind of was. )

In some dark, remote corner of the internet, history was 
being made the way history usually is, haphazardly, and quite 
by accident. 

Kaz was reflecting about all those boxes of romantic 
orientations and relationships and normative relationship 
hierarchies that just weren't working out— not for everyone— 
because the words some of us needed just didn't exist: 

kaz: “Sometimes I want to just invent a word, totally 
randomly, and then point at it and go THERE, THIS IS MY 
WORD FOR THIS THING because English is INSUFFICIENT.”9

meloukhia ( aka: s.e. smith ): “Ok I am now referring to these 
kinds of relationships as zucchini. This is official, and so 
shall it be.” 

And, riffing off kaz's mention of a “platonic life partner” 
the Q was added to the P: 

meloukhia ( aka: s.e. smith ):  “I kind of like queerplatonic as 
a definer for the attraction I feel to my zucchini; it neatly
avoids discussing the gender of either party involved, 
while emphasizing the idea that it is a deep ( almost 
symbiotic in some ways ) emotional connection that 
transcends what I think of as friendship.”10

8    That fateful declaration from December 25, 2010 and the conversation 
that sparked it can be found here: http://kaz.dreamwidth.org/238564.html 
9    http://kaz.dreamwidth.org/238564.html?thread=1342180#cmt1342180 
10    http://kaz.dreamwidth.org/238564.html?thread=1342436#cmt1342436

http://kaz.dreamwidth.org/238564.html?thread=1342436#cmt1342436
http://kaz.dreamwidth.org/238564.html?thread=1342180#cmt1342180
http://kaz.dreamwidth.org/238564.html
http://www.asexualexplorations.net/home/history_of_definition.html

